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Abstract: One of the major drawbacks of the growing population is the equivalent growth of road 
vehicles. The increasing number of vehicles on road causes a serious problem that is traffic congestion. 
Since traffic signals are used to control large number of junctions, the achievement of good control 
performance at signal controlled road junctions is now of great importance. A traffic control problem at 
an intersection can be efficiently modeled as a graph. This paper deals with application of clique matrix, 
circular graph which is used to study the most efficient route or the traffic control system to direct the 
traffic flow to its maximum capacity using the minimum number of edges. This result has got 
application in traffic control problems at an arbitrary intersection so as to minimize the waiting time of 
the traffic participants by locating the sensors in order to collect traffic data.  
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1. Introduction: In the present era of the globalized world, graph theory has gained much attention to 
almost all the areas of science and other disciplines due to its direct applications of the real life 
problems. Graph theory is an important mathematical tool that allows users to solve their problem by 
constructing it into a graph. Many problems of practical interests can be represented by graphs. One of 
the main uses of traffic theory is the development of traffic models which can be used for estimation, 
prediction, and control related tasks for the automobile traffic process. Here we discuss about 
application of graph theory in efficient traffic management. 
 
1.1 Preliminaries: 
Definition 1.1.1: A clique in an undirected graph G = (V, E ) is a subset of the vertex set C V, such that 
for every two vertices in C, there exists an edge connecting the two. This is equivalent to saying that the 
subgraph induced by C is complete. 
 
Definition 1.1.2: A maximum clique is a clique of the largest possible size in a given graph. The clique 

number ω(G) of a graphG is the number of vertices in a maximum clique inG. Intersection number of G 
is the smallest number of cliques that together cover all edges of G. 
 
Definition 1.1.3: Circular arc graph is the intersection graph of a family of arcs on a circle. We say that 
these arcs are a circular arc representation of the graph. 
 
Definition 1.1.4: A clique of graph G is a maximal clique of G if it is not properly contained in another 
clique of G. 
 
1.2  Previous Work: Darshankumar Dave, Nityangini Jhala [1] solved the problem of phasing of traffic 
lights at a junction such that traffic signals  which can be used more efficiently to avoid long time 
waiting at junctions and congestions  using the concept of circular arc graphs.Shakera Tanveer [2]  gives 
the application of connectivity (vertex or edge) in traffic management problems in an efficient way by 
minimizing the waiting time of the traffic participants and the cost to locate the sensors at an 
appropriate place so as to have the traffic data and discussed four and seven traffic streams.Niky Baruah  
and Arun Kumar Baruah  [3] showed cut-set of a graph can be used to study the most efficient route or 
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the traffic control system to direct the traffic flow to its maximum capacity using the minimum number 
of edges. 
 

  2.  Traffic Management:  The most common problem of huge cities throughout the world is traffic 
congestion.  New roads and highways are constructed in most of the urban areas to accommodate the 
growing number of vehicles.  This increase in the number of vehicles in urban cities has led to the 
increase in time losses of traffic participants, ecological  and noise pollution and also increases  the 
number of traffic accidents. Traffic congestion has become one of the major obstacles for the 
development of many urban areas, affecting millions of people.  
 
Constructing new roads may improve the situation, but it is very costly and in many cases it is 
impossible due to the existing structures. The only way to control the traffic flow in such a situation is to 
use the current road network more efficiently. A methodology of handling city traffic in a very efficient 
way by proper traffic management instead of modifying the road infrastructure is reducing the time that 
the vehicle stays on the road  which helps in reducing its effect on the environment. 
 
In this paper, graph theoretic model of a traffic control problem at an intersection is used for its 
solution. The resulting compatibility graph of the intersection and its connectivity, circular arc graph  
are used to study the most efficient route or the traffic control system to direct the traffic flow to its 
maximum capacity using the minimum number of edges or the minimum number of vertices.  
 
Vehicles in the lane prepare themselves for certain move as they move through, turn right or turn left. 
The vehicles that perform those move forms a flow component called traffic stream. To study about the 
traffic problem in the intersection a mathematical model is to be formed using the graph where the set 
of edges represents the communication link between the nodes. In this traffic control system the traffic 
streams which can move simultaneously at an intersection without any conflict will be joined by an edge 
and the traffic streams which cannot move together will not be connected. The graph thus obtained is a 
connected graph known as compatibility graph. Also it is very important to install traffic lights at a 
intersection in such a way that traffic flows smoothly and efficiently.  
 
Efficient controlling of the timing patterns of traffic lights is based on the capacity of each incoming 
lane. Each signal is connected to its neighboring signal and the activation depends upon the average 
time a vehicle takes to cross the distance between the two traffic lights. The phasing of lights should be 
such that when the green lights are on for two streams, they should be compatible. Certain traffic 
streams may be termed compatible if their simultaneous flow would not result in any accidents. 
Consider that the total time for the completion of green and red lights during one cycle is two minutes. 
The graph G  is formed only whose vertex set consist of the traffic streams  and two vertices of G joined 
by an edge if, and only if, the corresponding streams are compatible. Also once the interruption to the 
continuous traffic flow is minimized the traffic flow may be effective. 
 
3.1:Traffic Control Problem With Five Streams:  Let us consider a traffic control problem with four 
leg intersection and five streamsa,b,c,d and e. 
 

 
Fig 3.1: Traffic Intersection with  Five Traffic Streams 
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The traffic streams may be termed as compatible whose simultaneous flow would not result in any 
accident. For instance, in Figure 3..1, streams a and b are compatible, whereas a and d are 
not.Corresponding compatible graph of Figure 3.1 is given below. 
 

 
Fig 3.2: Compatible Graph G 

 
Here a circle and  its perimeter corresponds to the total cycle period, namely 120 seconds and also  the 
duration when a given traffic stream gets a green light corresponds to an arc of this circle. Hence, two 
such arcs of the circle can overlap only if the corresponding streams are compatible. The resulting 
circular arc graph may not be the compatibility graph because we do not demand that two arcs intersect 
whenever corresponds to compatible flows. (There may be two compatible streams but they need not 
get a green light at the same time). However, the intersection graph H of this circular arc graph will be a 
spanning sub graph of the compatibility graph. 
 

 
 

Fig 3.3: Graph J (Intersection graph) Fig 3.4: Graph H (Intersection graph) 
 
Here, we have to take all spanning subgraphs of G into account and select from them the spanning sub 
graph that have the maximal cliques. The proper groups H and J for this example are depicted in Figure 
3..3 &Figure 3.4.. 
 
The performance of the phasing may be calculated by minimizing the total red light time for a traffic 
cycle that is the total waiting time for all the traffic streams during a cycle. For the sake of concreteness, 
suppose that at the starting time, all lights are red. 
 
The maximal clique of H are K1 ={a,b,c}, ,K2= {b,c, d} and K3={d,e}. Each   clique Ki,                   1 ≤ i≤3, 
corresponds to the phase when all streams in that clique receive green light. 
 
In phase I, traffic streams a,b and c receive a green light; in phase II, c, b and d receive a green light. 

Consider for each phase Ki a duration di. We have to determine di’s(³ 0) so that the total waiting time is 
minimum. Also consider the minimum green light time for any stream is 20 seconds. Traffic stream ‘a’ 
gets a red light when the phase K2 receive a green light. 
 
Hence a’s total red light time is d2 + d3. Therefore the total red light time of all streams b,c,d and e are d3, 
d3, d1 and d1+d2 .Therefore the total red light time of all streams in one cycle is  

Min Z= 2 d2+2 d1+3 d3. 
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 subject to di³0 , 1≤i≤3, and d1³ 20,    d2,³ 20, 

d3³ 20,        d1+ d2  ³ 20,     d2+ d3  ³ 20,          d1+ d2  + d3  =120. 
The optimal solution to this problem is d1=80, d2=20 and d3=20 and 
 
Min z =260 seconds. The phasing that corresponds to this least value would be the best phasing of the 
traffic lights. 
 
3.2 Traffic Control Problem With Six Streams: Let us consider a traffic control problem with six 
streams a, b, c, d, e and f. 
 

 
 

Fig 3.5: Traffic Intersection with  Six Traffic Streams 

In the above six streams a and b are compatible, whereas a and f are not. 
Corresponding compatible graph is given below : 
 

 
Figure 3.6: Compatible Graph G 

 
Consider  all spanning subgraphs of G into account and select from them the spanning sub graph that 
have the maximal cliques. The proper groups H for this example is depicted in Figure 3.7. 
 

 
Figure 3.7: Graph H (Intersection graph) 
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For the sake of concreteness, suppose that at the starting time, all lights are red. 
The maximal clique of H is K1 ={a,b,e}, K2= {b,d,e}, K3= {b,f} and , K4={f,c}. 
Each clique Ki, 1≤i≤4, corresponds to the phase when all streams in that clique receive green light. In 
phase I, traffic streams a,b and e receive a green light; in phase II b,d and e receive a green light. 
Consider for each phase Ki a duration di. The minimum green light time for any stream is 20 seconds. 
Traffic stream a gets a red light when the phase K2 receive a green light.  

Hence a’s total red light time is d2 + d3 + d4.  
Therefore the total red light time of all streams b,e,d,f and c are d4, d3+ d4 ,  
d1+ d3  + d4 ,  d1+ d2 and d1+ d2+ d3. The phasing that corresponds to this least value would be the 

best phasing of the traffic lights. 
Therefore the total red light time of all streams in one cycle is Z=3 d1+3d2+4 d3+4 d4.  
LPP is Minimize Z=3 d1+3d2+4 d3+4 d4  

Subject to  di³0 , 1≤i≤4, and d1³ 20,  

 d2³ 20,     d4³ 20     ,d1+ d2  ³ 20, 

d3+ d4³ 20,           d1+ d3  + d4  ³ 20,           d2+ d3  + d4  ³ 20,                  d1+ d2  + d3 ³ 20, 
d1+ d2  + d3+ d4  =120. 
The optimal solution to this problem is  d1=80, d2=20 d3=0 and d4=20 and  
Min  Z =380 seconds.The phasing that corresponds to this least value would be the best phasing of the 
traffic lights. 
 
Conclusion: The problem of phasing of traffic lights at junction of five and six  traffic streams has been 
solved by the LPP method such that the traffic signals could be used more proficiently to evade the long 
waiting time at junctions and overcrowding.  
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